Highly Sensitive Detection of MicroRNA-21 with ICPMS via Hybridization Accumulation of Upconversion Nanoparticles.
A highly sensitive platform is developed for the determination of microRNA-21 (miRNA-21) with inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICPMS). It includes the following operations: Hairpin structures DNA H1 and H2 are designed, and DNA H1 is bound to ultrasmall lanthanide upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) to produce UCNPs@DNA conjugate probes. Target miRNA triggers a chain reaction for alternating hybridization between DNA H1 (bound on UCNPs@DNA probe) and DNA H2. This leads to UCNPs accumulation and serves as an efficient amplification strategy for UCNPs. The concentration of miRNA-21 is closely correlated to the number of UCNPs; thus, the detection of 89Y by ICPMS provides a promising approach for miRNA quantification. This protocol exhibits high sensitivity to miRNA-21 within 0.1-500 fM, along with a detection limit of 41 aM, which is among the hitherto reported most sensitive procedures. It is worth mentioning that rare earth elements are scarcely present in living systems, which minimizes the background for ICPMS detection and excludes potential interferences from the coexisting species, which is most suited for biological assay.